
Bull Infotech launches P2P platform Cashfinex
exchange offering cryptocurrency and margin
trading on one platform
Bull Infotech, launch Cashfinex, an advanced cryptocurrency exchange that is designed for traders
and businesses to buy and sell digital currencies.

BIRMINGHAM, ENG, UNITED KINGDOM, March 14, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Bull Infotech
launches P2P platform Cashfinex exchange offering cryptocurrency and margin trading on one
platform

Bull Infotech, a London based Fintech firm has today announced the launch of their P2P exchange,
Cashfinex - www.cashfinex.com - an advanced cryptocurrency exchange that is designed for traders
and businesses to buy and sell digital currencies. 

Bull Infotech provides software products and IT services, including high-value services for packaged
enterprise applications such as Microsoft, SAP, Oracle and Sage.

Cashfinex if the next phase development for Bull Infotech, which last year launched a unique Bridge
which connects MT4 platform and crypto exchanges and a payment gateway for crypto as an
alternative payment option for traders. 

Announcing the launch, Mohsin Jameel, CEO of Bull Infotech said: “It’s an exciting time for the
business; we’re building on our FX industry experience to bring two markets together to enable easy
switching between margin and cryptocurrency trading on a safe and easy exchange, so users can
trade with confidence. 

Cashfinex gives access to the crypto traders to the world’s most tradable Forex platform MT4. Traders
will be able to trade in cryptocurrencies as well as Buxcoin, a bespoke cryptocurrency for the
Cashfinex exchange.

With only a few crypto exchanges providing a leveraged based product, Cashfinex offers more than
25 pairs of margin based crypto alongside traditional crypto with exotic FX pairs giving the opportunity
to traders to take advantage of two big financial industries on the go. 

Buxcoin provides as a payment gateway for traders from emerging market to enter margin trading and
will be available to trade in all cross crypto pairs. 

With increasing threats of hacking, Cashfinex is designed with the high level of security. With
continuous auditing and 99.999% server uptime data is protected and is in safe hands. 

Offering simple usability as well as an enhanced interface and trading Platform, Cashfinex can trade
volumes and offer: 
•	greater flexibility, with the ability to trade in four cryptocurrencies and three fiat currencies on live
rates

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.cashfinex.com
http://www.cashfinex.com


•	high-speed conversion for enhanced efficiency and accuracy
•	online account management for greater flexibility and control, and multiple charts layout and the
ability to download reports, transaction history, and real-time account balance

“Today, individuals and businesses accept digital currencies to speed up transactions for a lower fee.
As a digital exchange, our aim is to help businesses enter global markets and in doing so help them
to be more effective than competitors who have yet to embrace digital currencies.  

“Cashfinex is the go-to spot for traders who demand lightning-fast trade executions, stable wallets,
and industry-best security practices. So whether you are new to trading and cryptocurrencies, or a
veteran of both, Cashfinex is created for you!”

“Adding the Buxcoin cryptocurrency will provide private instant verified transactions. It is a
decentralised, open-source cryptocurrency that is focused on the privacy of its users. Its global
community is run by a team of skilled mathematicians, proficient programmers and financial experts.”

Cashfinex provides faster execution, low spread and high liquidity access to all the top currencies in
the market at competitive pricing for high volume traders and market miners. It is also available in a
user-friendly mobile app.
Cashfinex is registered in Estonia and currently in the process of obtaining a P2P exchange license. 
For more information go to www.cashfinex.com 
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